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ABSTRACT

We combine multiple�mixture single�state Markov
models with phonetic classi�cation in order to im�
prove the performance of a speaker recognition
system� Three broad phonetic classes� voiced
frames� unvoiced frames and transitions� are de�
�ned� We design speaker templates by the parallel
connection of the weighted outputs of three sin�
gle state HMM�s� Each model corresponds with a
distinct sound class and the output weights take
into account the perceptual in�uences across pho�
netic classes� The preliminary results show that
this novel architecture outperforms its counterpart
without phonetic classi�cation�

� Introduction

Automatic speaker recognition consists in identify�
ing one speaker from a population by processing
a speech utterance� The speech is processed and
compared against one or some stored speaker tem�
plates�The block diagram of the general architec�
ture of such a system is shown in Figure ��
Hidden Markov Models 	HMM
 are considered a

suitable algorithmic choice for speaker recognition�
In recent years� a number of experiments have been
conducted aiming to explore their capability and
performance to track the identity of the speakers
��� �� ���� The starting point of our work is the
results presented in ��� and �� and our previous
work in designing phonetic�based voice classi�ers
for speech coders�
In ��� it is stated that for HMM based sys�

tems identi�cation scores are highly correlated with
the total number of mixtures independently of the
number of states� Thus a single state model with
�� mixtures performs equivalently as a four�state
model with �� mixtures each� The important point

is to decide how many mixtures must be used to
achieve a good compromise between� in one hand�
representation accurateness and� in the other� the
amount of data required for trainning 	directly con�
nected with enrollment duration time
 and compu�
tational complexity�

In �� they used the fact that since the vocal tract
exhibits widely articulatory con�gurations during
the production of distinct sounds� an average set
of features does not represents a speaker�s voice
characteristics accurately� To include acoustic dis�
crimination helps to improve performance� The
point is to select the best sound classes and how to
perform a robust automatic speech classi�cation�

We use this latter idea in designing speaker tem�
plates by the parallel connection of the weighted
outputs of three single state HMM�s� Each model
corresponds to a distinct sound class and the out�
put weights take into account the perceptual di�er�
ences across phonetic classes� Our main objective
is to investigate how much the number of Gaussian
mixtures can be reduced if phonetic classi�cation
is performed�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows�
Section  presents the system architecture along
with its main features� In Section � we describe
the conditions of the conducted experiments� Sec�
tion  shows the results we are currently obtaining�
Finally� Section � presents some conclusions and
guidelines for future work�

� System Overview

The general architecture of our speaker recognition
system is depicted in Figure � We distinguish three
main parts� �
 the phonetic classi�er� 
 the bank
of HMM�s� and �
 the output weighting block� The
main features of each subsystem are�
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Figure �� Speaker recognition general architecture
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Figure � Acoustic Weighted HMM Con�guration

�
 The phonetic classi�er identi�es the type of
speech frame� In this �rst implementation� we use
a phonetic classi�er that we have previously devel�
oped for speech coding purposes� It considers three
distinct sound classes�

� voiced sounds which have quasi�periodic
waveforms and fairly harmonic spectra�

� unvoiced frames which have aperiodic wave�
forms and irregular spectra� their energy is
usually lower than that of voiced sounds�

� transitions de�ned as the two �rst voiced
frames after an unvoiced segment and the two
last voiced frames before an unvoiced segment�
This latter type of frames is characterized by
a non stationary waveform�

One important point is that we also use a Voice Ac�
tivity Detector 	VAD
 to eliminate the non�speech
segments�
The phonetic classi�er uses an algorithm close to

the one in ��� with some modi�cations to improve
its behavior in noisy environments and to work in
an Multiband Excitation Speech Coder ����

It is widely known that the performance of a
phonetic classi�er strongly relies on the number of
classes and on the threshold policy� For coding pur�
poses� a phonetic classi�er is always forced to make
a decision leading sometimes to miss�classi�cations�
However� when applying a phonetic classi�cation
strategy to speaker recognition we can avoid to
make a hard decision and instead to use a soft de�
cision rule� Therefore� we discard those di�cult

to classify frames and we update the template and
test the system just with the beyond any doubt
correctly classi�ed frames�


 The bank of HMM�s� For each type of sound� a
multiple�mixture single�state HMM is built up� We
use mel�cepstrum and ��mel�cepstrum coe�cients�
together with the energy and its �rst derivative�
These models work in parallel� being fed by their
corresponding types of frames�

�
 The output weighting block� Its objective is to
weight the output of each HMM before to compute
the �nal score� This implies to have a more �exible
structure compared with the mere addition of the
HMM outputs� How to select the suitable weight�
ing factors is an open problem and some heuristic



considerations would be taken into account�

� Experimental Conditions

In order to asses the performance of the proposed
system� we have set up an experiment making some
choices about recording conditions and speech pa�
rameterization�
Thus� having in mind future telephone applica�

tions� we use ��� KHz band limited speech sampled
at � KHz� Mel�cepstrum and ��mel�cepstrum coef�
�cients are computed using a frame length of � ms�
and a frame period of �� ms� Energy and the �rst
derivative of energy are appended to the parame�
ters of each of the frames�

The speakers Data Base consists of sessions of
about � seconds each� uttered by � Spanish speak�
ers 	� males and � females
 recorded using a Shure
SM�� microphone under fairly good acoustic con�
ditions� Up to now� we have recorded one session
each two weeks up to a total of four sessions�
Therefore� this data base can be considered as

a clean�speech band�limited data base� The collec�
tion of more sessions is still in progress being our
target to acquire data from the speakers along a
period of about six months�
The utterances pronounced by the speakers are

the numbers of the Spanish Identity Card� that con�
sist of eight digits� The utterance recorded in one
session is used for training and the ones recorded in
the three other sessions are used for testing� The
session used for training is rotated�

The performance was evaluated for a speaker
identi�cation application using an order for the cep�
stral computation of � and �� The number of
Gaussian mixtures varies from � to �� Provided
that the utterances used for training and testing are
rather short� we use covariance�tied models across
all the experiments�
For the training utterances� the labeling of the

di�erent segments 	voiced� unvoiced and transi�
tions
 are performed in a completely automatic way
using the phonetic classi�er� We train each HMM
with the frames corresponding to each phonetic
class�
When testing� we use a grammar for each of the

speakers instead of using the phonetic classi�er�
This grammar allows all the transitions between
the three HMMs with equal probabilities� and the
output probabilities are computed using the Viterbi
algorithm for each type of segments� This means

that the phonetic segmentation is emmbedded in
the testing procedure� We accumulate all the out�
put probabilities for the three possible phonetic
classes� This way� is possible to combine this out�
put probabilities and to build up di�erent decision
rules� as can be seen in Figure �
In the experiments described in this paper� we

used two di�erent con�gurations for the weighting
factors�

�� Equal factors� That is� to consider that the
importance of the phonetic classes is the same�

� Selecting factors� One of the factors is one
and the other two are zero� This latter choice
is very useful to study the relative importance
of phonetic classes allowing also that distinct
numbers of Gaussian mixtures are used�

� Preliminary results

Figures � and � show respectively the correct iden�
ti�cation rate of our system using cepstral calcula�
tion orders of � and �� These results can also be
seen in the table � for the unsegmented voice and
the voiced segments�

These results show that the relevant information
in order to identify the speaker of a certain utter�
ance is mainly in the voiced part of the speech� This
is particularly true when the number of Gaussian
mixtures is low� The importance of the unvoiced
segments and the transitions is lower than the one
of the voiced segments and it seems that the tran�
sitions are more important than the unvoiced seg�
ments� especially when the number of mixtures is
greater than ��

� Conclusions and Further Work

Our system is still under development� but in spite
of that some facts must already be mentioned�
The main conclusion is that the voiced part of the
speech plays a major role for the speaker identi��
cation task� The results presented in the previous
section encourage us to going on with this scheme
trying to improve it�

Further experiments must be carried out in order
to establish the best con�guration for the weighting
block� We plan to use an ergodic Hidden Markov
Model with three states� Each phonetic class has
its own state� The transition probabilities will be in
charge of the weighting factors among classes� The



Num� of mixtures �  � � �� � �

�th order unsegmented ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
�th order voiced segments ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�th order unsegmented ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
�th order voiced segments ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Speaker Identi�cation Rates
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training procedure will be� �rst� each state will be
trained separately as in the current system� sec�
ond� only the transition probabilities in the ergodic
model are computed using a Baum�Welch reestima�
tion algorithm� In the testing phase� no phonetic
classi�er is used allowing that the hidden Markov
system classi�es the speech� An advantage of this
approach resides in its automatic procedure for se�
lecting the weighting factors� along with its greater
�exibility�
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